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I chose to focus on a specific typology of participatory process, whose
complexity could be metaphoric and helpful in understanding other typologies
of tools, because I am interested to get the momentum, and create mirrors in
which a type of process that is fast-developing in Russia could mirror itself.



Everybody knows what
Participatory Budgeting is?



It also aims at “mapping” experiences, networks of interesting 

practices and analyzing (and fostering) mutual TRANSFERS…

Participatory Budgeting (PB), today, can be imagined as one of the most

effective tools to tackle an environment in which public authorities work, which

is dominated by MISTRUST of citizens in politics (and vice-versa). It can be

viewed as an “IDEOSCAPE”, a sort of evolving-model which changes together

with its concrete experiments and their cultural/institutional differences.



It tried to find solutions for 
the principle that sees the 
growth of investments as a 
multiplier of current 
expenditures… It also faced 
other challenges of 
governance related to 
legitimacy, mistrust,  
efficiency, redistributive 
justice…

For this, PB had to EXPAND 
BEYOND ITSELF and 
HYBRIDIZE. If we work on 
“general territorial wealth” 
and not just to classic budgets, 
we can find fresh resources… 
(discussing about taxes, PPP 
partnerships, planning 
compensations, crowdfunding 
and social currencies) – THE 
CASE OF GROTTAMMARE

Participatory Budgets saw the light at a Municipal level, and in the first decade of their life
they staid at that level. Putting MONEY in the first STEP in the co-creation of public
policies and projects, they tried to tackle a hard risks of shrinking local budgets…

maintenance

New investments

A TYPICAL TREND

http://www.vara.se/2.19e215b1000f3a791d7fff2.html
http://www.vara.se/2.19e215b1000f3a791d7fff2.html


PART 1:

THE FRAMEWORK



The dissemination of participatory budgeting owes a lot to PB

National Associations (peer-to-peer spaces for mutual exchanges) and

other sorts of mechanism linked to the “centralization of efforts”,

which generated two intertwined phenomena which are today the main

challenges of PB: 1) the upscaling, and 2) the creation of multichannel

systems of different participatory tools.



Nelson Dias           |           Hope for Democracy – 30 Years of Participatory Budgeting Worldwide

TRICKLE DOWN and SPILLOVER EFFECTS: In 
France dissemination was almost a “natural 
phenomenon” (through local and regional 

EMULATION)….



Ferramentas Colaborativas

Ferramentas de Concertação

Demandas Individuais

Ferramentas  de Elaboração

Demandas

Coletivas

The creation of participatory eco-system relates to the need of ordering 
the redundancy of participatory tools (maximizing effects, coordinating, 

avoiding duplications and feuds, promoting cross-selling, etc…) 



…and it is centered on the idea of increasing deliberative quality 
and demodiversity of participation through “variable geometries” 
and “hybrid multichannel structures” that attract different people

RANDOM-SELECTED PANEL 
OF CITIZENS 

(HIGHER DELIBERATIVE 
QUALITY and MAJOR 
DEMO-DIVERSITY)

SELF-MOBILIZED CITIZENS 
(MORE COMMITTMENT, 
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Source: Learning from the South, 2010, GIZ- Bonn

SCALING-UP is often linked to INSTITUTIONALIZATION and tries to 

increase number and quality of processes, involving different 

institutional levels in the dissemination and consolidation of democratic 

innovations 

PB worldwide in 2010: less than 1,500



Many phenomena counted in the 
expansion….

http://www.amazon.it/Facilitators-Guide-Participatory-Decision-Making/dp/0865713472/ref=sr_1_cc_1?s=aps&ie=UTF8&qid=1361190465&sr=1-1-catcorr
mailto:info@loci.it?subject=libro Harrison Owen
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The global diffusion of participatory budgeting (PB) – almost 3,000 cases in 2014, and more 

than 7,000 today (thanks to countries as Peru, South Korea, Indonesia, Poland, Scotland…)

– was made faster and complicated by institutionalization, which happened in parallel to 

PROCESS OF DECENTRALIZATION of ADMINISTRATIVE RESPONSABILITIES (but also 

recentralization in some case – with an authoritarian touch and a blurred cost-benefit 

motivation).

Source: Allegretti et al. Participatory Budgeting Worldwide, 2014, Engag.Global - Bonn



Source: Nelson Dias       |           Hope for Democracy – 30 Years of Participatory Budgeting Worldwide, 2018
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PARTICIPATORY BUDGETING WORLDWIDE, 2018

The main factors of complexity for MAPPING PB today is exactly INSTITUTIONALIZATION, for 
several different reasons related to HOW scaling-up and institutionalization happen



In term of TOOLS, INSTITUZIONALIZATION can be pursued 

through  

A mandatory obligation imposed:

1) To the same institution that produce

the Law

Examples: Lazio Region (Italy) and

OPJP (Portugal)

AND/OR

2) to lower-level institutions by an

administrative body which is superior in

the hierarquic ladder, without incentives

Examples: Peru, Dominican Republic –

and (to some degree) Kenya,

Indonesia, Portugal (for School PB)

A recognition of the existance of PB

(without obligations) with:

1) A self-committment of the entity which

issues the law to experience the

participatory tool on itself.

Example: Portuguese OPP; BPL of Poitou

Charentes

AND/OR

2) The offer of INCENTIVES to institutions of

lower level for organizing the process.

Examples: Tuscany Region (Italy),

3) The offer of INCENTIVES to institutions of

lower level for ORGANIZING PB and also for

(co)funding POLICIES and PROJECT

Ex: Lazio Region (Italy), Scotland or Poland

The degree of institutionalization is different in cases in which the LAW expresses general 
principles, DETAILED REQUIREMENTS to be respected, or just allows an INSTITUTION to 
fund a POLICY for stimulating participatory processes.



In term of GENEALOGY, INSTITUTIONALIZATION could:

COM FROM THE CENTRE:

1) A TOP-DOWN centralized decision

Examples: Peru, South Kivu

Province (RDC)

2) A SELF-COMMITTMENT of an

administrative entity of the

DECENTRALIZED SYSTEM of

government.

Example: Poitou Charentes Region

(France)

In the Southern World contexts, there are often NEO-COLONIAL PRESSURES exerted by 
INTERNATIONAL MULTILATERAL or BILATERAL COOPERATION AGENCIES (in softer or harder 

manners), with specific goals (transparency, responsiveness, fight against corruption or 
elite captures), as the case of Madagascar tells…

COME FROM THE PERIPHERY

1) Responding to bottom-up pressures of civil

society

Example: Tuscany (Italy), partially Poland

AND/OR

2) Responding to bottom-up institutional

pressures (Associations of Municipalities)

Example: Dominican Republic (FEDOMU),

Senegal, Madagascar.

It could also be a NEGOTIATED MEETING-

POINT BETWEEN different reforming spirits

(the case of the MINING FUND of Mexico)



The case of South Kivu: creating na enabling
environment for improvement of local govs.

• PB has been often faced a space for optimizing public investments 
through virtuous competition in a situation of scarce resources. And 
it proved useful to face the “paradox” of declining investments 
within shrinking public budgets.
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The case of PB in South Kivu (RDC): PB as na 
enabling environment for all actors – FISCAL CIVISM 
and more INTER-INSTITUTIONAL TRUST (that is why
in Madagascar or Dominican Republic PB was a 
request by the municipalities for improving the trust 
of the State in their action)



http://cameroon.openspending.org/en/

Beyond intransparency and the lack of vision (Cameoon)

http://cameroon.openspending.org/en/


OTHER FORMS OF UPSCALING:

Dissemination can be done through SIMPLE SUPPORT 
(without financial incentives)  by Associations of 
Municipalities (as in the case of SALAR in Sweden)

In this case it is a POLICY by a body linked to the State, but 
the institutionalization is more SOFT and has a different 
nature, and needs to be reconfirmed cyclically (every 4 
years at least, when majorities can change).



A radical task for networks (the great creativity

of Madagascar in mining areas)

20

MINING AREAS managed to 
have and distribute more 

resources to citizens through PB



In term of RULES, INSTITUZIONALIZATION can:

LEAVE FREEDOM OF CHOICE,

although clarifying principles and

goals, and even deadlines.

Example: Tuscany (Italy)

DISTINGUISH RULES for/by different

typologies of institutions.

Create TRAINING STRUCTURES

Example: Malaga Province (Spain)

Create MONITORING STRUCTURES 

or giving similar tasks to other 

stakeholders

Examples: Peru, Dominican Republic

DETAIL REQUIREMENTS

IMPOSE FRACTALLY THESE

REQUIREMENTS, in the same

way, to different typologies of

institutions

Example: Peru

PROVIDE CRITERIA for

REWARDS/INCENTIVES

Example: Lazio and Tuscany Region

(Italy)

The STIFFNESS of RULES is obviously an ENEMY for the institutionalization, and threaten 
ADAPTABILITY  and RESILIENCE of processes. Stiffness is more common 



ALL THE EXISTING EXPERIENCES ARE 
HYBRID and UNIQUE (mixing in a 
different way the elements 
proposed), they are never all bad or 
all virtuous.
The institutionalization of a POLICY 
can be done by municipal levels (on 
itself or towards boroughs) and/or 
by other levels of the State.



In some World Regions, scaling-

up is variated and frequent and 

some strategies are especially 

concentrated 

 In Europe Italy and Spain have been the
champions in “assistance to
development” or “creation of incentives”.

 France has been a champion in
Thematic Regional Level PBs applied to
regional competences (school domain,
housing)

 In the North (Sweden, Germany) the
respect for federal competences and
autonomy of Municipalities, seen as the
engine and drivers of democratic
innovation. So they work through
networking and peer-to-peer learning.



Promoting

Institution
País Inicio/fim

Promoveu OP 

nas suas 

competências?

Tem um a 

divisão de 

participação?

Região Toscana Italy
2005/ainda em 

curso
NO YES

Região Lazio Italy 2005/2010 YES YES

Região Poitou 

Charentes
France

2004/ainda em 

curso
YES YES

Província de 

Barcelona
Spain 2008/2011 NO NO

Província de 

Málaga
Spain 2008/2011 NO YES

EUROPE: A slow multiplication of scaling-up experiences



Trying to resume differences in a WEBERIAN ORIENTATIVE MAP (2014)



Scaling-up implies Transcalarity and 
different inter-institutional relations 

Boroughs, villages, electoral districts, 
even just single neighbourhoods

Municipalities

National State

Regions/Counties/States/
Republics (in Federal countries)

Provinces/Departments

Metropolitan areas/Inter-municipal 
associations

New scales are seeing the 
light, within the 
redistribution of 
competences,  as the 
METROPOLITAN ONE 
(Grenoble, France), and 
some projects of 
CROSS_BORDER PBs are 
growing (ie: TOMIÑO and 
VILANOVA DA CERVEIRA; 
UDDEVALLA and 
FRIEDRICKSTADT) within a 
EU framework devoted to 
improve the twin-learning in 
Regional Perspective



SOURCE: adapted from Nelson Dias    |  Hope for Democracy – 30 Years of PB Worldwide, 2018

COUNTRIES WITH NATIONAL LAWS ON PARTICIPATORY BUDGETING: they represent more 
than 60% of World PBs, and almost 80% if we include the INCENTIVEs in Poland

1989 2000 2010 2018

Peru Dominican
Republic

Portugal

2004 2007 2014

S. Korea

2017

Indonesia

2000 - 2100

1100 - 1150

158

1100 - 1150

1100 - 1150

Around 1200

Could the 
coincidence 
between 
institutionalization 
and decentralization 
reforms, artificially 
change this 
numbers? The case 
of the 74,000 
Indonesian villages



THE INTEGRATION OF 

ICTs

PART 2:

Some examples



THE CASE OF PERU (2003): the first national law on PBs

A top-down appraoch

A “stakeholder”-based
model

A fractal architecture

An attempt to step-out

2007 evaluation

2010 evaluation

Networks



The risk of intermittence and artificial 

multiplication of cases:   

3.6
million 
inhabitants

In Scotland, after 2016 Law, almost 300 PBs 
are declared, but municipalities are 32!!! 
Every EFFORT is declared as an “independent 
PB”, and partially this is true…

In Tuscany:
In the period 2008-13 there is a prevalence of 
processes participatory budgets (BP), 
representing around 19% of the requests 
presented (out of 220). What was the effect of 
the Reform of  Local Property Taxes of 2008 
and of Montaione Prize 2009? In 2012-2013 
PBs represented 50% (27 out of 54) of the 
request presented. Interesting PROPOSALS 
FROM SECOND-LEVEL INSTITUTIONS NOT 
RECOGNIZED BY CITIZENS AS MEANINGFUL 
(Marshes reclamation consortia, inter-municipal 
association) – Poor results and the support by 
the Regional Authority in conceding funds 
changes.

The risk of basing studies on numbers is that of having definitions which 

are hardly comparable across different territorial realities: 



A new institution (an independent authority) was 

created for supporting financially and methodologically 

different types of participatory processes

In its first 5 years (until the new Law in 2013) it received 220 

Applications (for 13,1 million €) and funded 116 Participatory 

process (for 3.6 million €) at an average costs of 33.000 € for 

each project. They concerned 2 millions of people (being 

3.750.511 the total population /2014) with 80.000 participants 

and 10.000 active participants…

23.3% of the Project Funded between 2008 and 2012 were 

participatory budgeting (12.1% Educational Projects and 

22.4% Urban requalification)…

A PEAK DURING THE CRISIS (in a country where in 2009 

there were almost 150 PBs) 



Common elements of PBs 2008-2012 in Tuscany
23.3% of the Project Funded between 2008 and 2012 

were participatory budgeting

• All co-decisional (variable from 100,000 to 2 million €)

• Centred on individuals (not on organized pre-existing bodies)

• Existence of mixed committees to monitor the processes and solve 

emergencies.

• Creation of a fabric of moderators/facilitators (coop/enterprises)

• Intermittent (dependent on APP funding for the organizational 

part – reduced continuity)

• Uniformity of methodologies (mainly World café and random 

selected committees) and lack of internalization of skills

• Often rotation of territorial or thematic areas (which reduces 

social capital maximization)



Because of these 

characteristics

• The new Authorithy for Participation (governed by 

a three-persons board) only funded 4 cases of PB 

(Massa and Grosseto on green; Campi Bisenzio

at the third year, and a small city that did not 

finally use the funding given) which were giving 

the guarantee of a mid-term plan by the political 

institutions.

• PBs were not new enough to deserve the funding 

of an institution devoted to support innovation!



Can Incentives affect the quality of local 

experiences? The case of Tuscany

INSTITUTIONALIZATION DOES 

NOT SOLVE THE DILEMMA: 
Much depends on the requirements 

posed by distributors of funds (the 

AUTHORITARIAN CASE OF TUSCANY 

2007-2012) and on the MIX and 

leadership of projects and participating 

actors… Monitoring would be 

fundamental

Issues of Gender

mainstreaming are 

typical and better

addresses with

Scaling-up

interactions



PBs is a CYCLYC POLICY, because it operates in annual (and repeated) 

CYCLES, with different phases that privilege the quality and/or the 

quantity of participants… so INTERMITTANCE and ROTATION of AREAS 

are dangerous phenomena

YEAR 2YEAR 1 YEAR 3 YEAR 4 YEAR 5 YEAR 6

Phases of Quantitative legitimation
(open voting on priorities)

Phases of Qualitative legitimation
(proposals and discussions on
alternatives)



The foggy case of Sicily (2016): when

innovations are pushed by minorities

• A mandatory distribution 
without any control of 
quality and effectiveness 
(lack of political will).

• In 2014, M5S introduced an 

amendment to the regional 

framework on local finances, 

stating that every year a minimum 

2% of regional funds devoted to 

municipalities be allocated by 

consulting with citizens through 

forms of participatory democracy. 

• (a common problem of public 
authorities is the monitoring 
and evaluation – in Tuscany 
Law there are no funds for 
that, and Universities seem no 
interested…)



The Role of Judicialization is growing, and it will grow together with 

institutionalization: another form artificial multiplication, or the 

protection of a right for citizens?.

 The cases of Poland (Law Solecki,
20/feb/2009) - Supreme Administrative
Court) Kenya 2016 and Brazil (2001, Law
on the Statutes of the City – related to
participatory planning)



THE CASE OF PORTUGAL: the first national government PB
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238 local PB (municipalities and parishes)

100 million euros (approximately)

PARTICIPATORY BUDGETING IN PORTUGAL BETWEEN 2002 AND 2018

63 youth PB (municipalities and parishes)

Source: Nelson Dias           |           Hope for Democracy – 30 Years of Participatory Budgeting Worldwide

Presentation of proposals
June and July

Technical analysis
August and September

Voting
October to December

A similar cycle



Centro de Estudos Sociais

Orçamento Participativo 
Portugal/EQUAL

Odemira (2011)

S. Brás de 
Alportel (2006)

OIDP

URBAL

Porto Alegre
Cordoba

Alcochete 
(2006)

Palmela (2002)

Lisboa (2007-2008)

Carnide 
(2003)

Condeixa-a-Nova (2012)

CDUAssociação 
In-Loco

Odivelas
(2008)

Santiago 
do Cacem 

(2004)

Sesimbra 
(2007)

Sevilla (2005)

OPJ Trofa 
(2011)

Cascais 
(2011)

JF Benfica (2012)

Guimarães (2013)

Alfândega da Fé (2013-14)

Joventude 
Socialista

Amadora (2010)

2008Málaga 
(2007)

DISSEMINATION: Networking  and critical 
emulation was at the base of PB, and produced 

hybrids and  “contaminations”(2002-2013)

Universidade
Católica do

Porto



In Portugal, in 2015 the Socialist Party inserted in 
electoral programmes a PARTICIPATORY BUDGET AT 

NATIONAL LEVEL, and three experiences started in 2017. 
Almost 7 millions € are decided annually by citizens (or 

YOUNG PEOPLE) in different policy sectors

THREE INITIATIVES 

PORTUGAL PARTICIPATORY 
BUDGET

PARTICIPATORY BUDGET 
FOR SCHOOLS (compulsory

by LAW)

YOUTH PARTICIPATORY 
BUDGET



PORTUGAL PARTICIPATORY BUDGETING - METHODOLOGY

5 millions 

625 thousand per region

625 thousand for national projects

7 regions and 1 national level

All thematic areas

2 categories of projects

300 thousand maximum per proj.

Nelson Dias           |           Hope for Democracy – 30 Years of Participatory Budgeting Worldwide

Voting
June to September

Webpage https://opp.gov.pt 

SMS



PORTUGAL PARTICIPATORY BUDGETING – A WINNING PROJECT

YOU ARE CULTURE 18

You are 18 
years old

Choose what 
you want to visit

Go there

Present your
identity card

You can 
enjoy

Culture for all 200.000 

1 Proponent 6.614 Voters The whole country benefits

Nelson Dias           |           Hope for Democracy – 30 Years of Participatory Budgeting Worldwide



YOUTH PARTICIPATORY BUDGETING - METHODOLOGY

500 thousand 

7 regions

4 thematic areas

1 category of projects

100 thousand maximum per proj.

Nelson Dias           |           Hope for Democracy – 30 Years of Participatory Budgeting Worldwide

Well evaluated and
monitored

Resilient (changes after
evaluation)

Good ICT system

Training



YOUTH PARTICIPATORY BUDGETING – a WINNING PROJECT

Channel of 
communication and 
interaction between 
teachers, students 

and families, about:

- Curricular plan
- Evaluation

- Assiduity…

Student's Handbook App 50.000 

1 Proponent 415 Voters The whole country benefits

Nelson Dias           |           Hope for Democracy – 30 Years of Participatory Budgeting Worldwide



1 per student or 500 minimum per 
school

1100 schools

2 category of projects

SCHOOLS PARTICIPATORY BUDGETING - METHODOLOGY

Nelson Dias           |           Hope for Democracy – 30 Years of Participatory Budgeting Worldwide

• Overlapped to some School PBs
or Municipal PBs

• ICTs not coordinated

• Lack of evaluation and weak
training



THE INTEGRATION OF 

ICTs

PART 3:

The Russian case as 

a mirror?



SCALING UP OF PARTICIPATORY BUDGETING IN RUSSIA:

The pace of diffusion

0

2

8

26

51

-15 5 25 45 65 85

до 2007

2010

2015

2016

2018

2007 г. – first Russia PB - WB LISP* started in 
Stavropol region

WB LISP in Stavropol and Kirov regions

WB LISP in 8 regions, EU SpB PB in 3 regions

National level MoF-WB project has started

Various methodologies; WB LISP prevailing (25 
regions)

Source: Ivan Shulga, 2018



SCALE OF RUSSIAN PRACTICE: ABOUT FINANCIAL INVESTMENTS

THE ROLE of CO-FUNDING in the ARCHITECTURE O LISP and PORT models

 Paris 56 USD per person

 Sakhalin Oblast     50 USD per person

Madrid 39 USD per person
[…]

 Sakha (Yakutia)              12 USD per person

 Lisbon  5 USD per person

 New York 5 USD per person

Milan 4 USD per person

Source: Ivan Shulga, 2018



GRADUALITY and DIFFERENTIATION OF 
MODELS by time and place

LI
SP

• Local Initiatives 
Support 
Program by the 
World Bank

• (since 2007)

P
B

 E
U

 
SP

•PB model by the 
European University 
in St.Petersburg

•(since 2012)

P
O

R
T •Citizen-led 

Territorial 
Development 
by the World 
Bank

•(since 
2017)

Source: Ivan Shulga, 2018



THE INTEGRATION OF 

ICTs

PART 4:

Some Highlights



Local Government’s domain Domain of other levels of  Government

Public institutions as main 
implementer of policies and 

programs

Public institutions as just a 
facilitator/promoter/coordinato

r of policies and programs

BASIC 
SERVICES 

PROVISION 
and SOCIAL 
POLICIES of 
PROXIMITY

HOLISTIC and 
INTEGRATED 
POLICIES and 

PROGRAMS for 
tackling 

inequalitiesDefense 
of 

Human 
Rights

TERRITORIAL SCALE OF INVOLVED INSTITUTIONS

R
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N
S

A good-governance effect: relocate participation in a wider 
inter-scalar framework



Linking Open DATA and memory of 

experiments: the case of Tuscany

53



Ambiguity of effects:

Participatory processes can be 

DEONTOLOGIC or CONSEQUENTIALIST 

(Fung, 2011)

Only the second type as larger and deeper 

effect on inequalities, with a better deliberative 

quality

Does scaling-up nurture the second type? 54



Exploring the new frontier of “multichannel participation” and discovering how 

common it is (crowdsourcing with a network of 2,500 cities, with 

OIDP/Participedia)

Multichannel democratic innovations are institutions that integrate participatory spaces 

targeted to different segments of the population in a system specifically designed to 

increase and deepen citizen participation in the political decision-making process.



http://empatia-project.eu CES • ONE • D21 • UBRUNEL • UNIMI • Zebralog • InLoco

There is the need of better INTER-INSTITUTIONAL 
and TRANSCALAR COORDINATION  at the level of 
territorial organization of processes, methodologies
and the use of ICT tools, for the process to produce 
more efficiency, effectiveness and mutual learning



(How PBs grow or die usually - Source: Allegretti & Lopes Alves, 2012)

57

The need to face the risk of scaling-down 

in investments while scaling-up in 

methods



THIS GENERATE NEW RISKS FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE POTENTIAL 
OF PB as a space for SOCIAL JUSTICE AND REDISTRIBUTION 

or as a TOOL FOR STRATEGIC PLANNING

From: www.memecenter.com
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THE NEED TO FILL THE LIMITS OF 
PRESENT DATA ANALYSIS (using
it as a space for rethinking models)



While analysing PB, we must 

shift attention from

DELIBERATIVE 

DEMOCRACY to a 

DELIBERATIVE approach to 

DEMOCRACY as a whole, 

also reimagining party

structures and constitution-

aking through participation



giovanni.allegretti@ces.uc.pt
allegretto70@gmail.com

Thanks a lot for your attention!

Questions are welcome!

mailto:giovanni.allegretti@ces.uc.pt
mailto:allegretto70@gmail.com

